Having a Happy Spouse Is Associated With Lowered Risk of Mortality
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Abstract
Studies have shown that individuals’ choice of a life partner predicts their life outcomes, from their relationship satisfaction to their career success. The present study examined whether the reach of one’s spouse extends even further, to the ultimate life outcome: mortality. A dyadic survival analysis using a representative sample of elderly couples (N = 4,374) followed for up to 8 years showed that a 1-standard-deviation-higher level of spousal life satisfaction was associated with a 13% lower mortality risk. This effect was robust to controlling for couples' socioeconomic situation (e.g., household income), both partners' sociodemographic characteristics, and baseline health. Exploratory mediation analyses pointed toward partner and actor physical activity as sequential mediators. These findings suggest that life satisfaction has not only intrapersonal but also interpersonal associations with longevity and contribute to the fields of epidemiology, positive psychology, and relationship research.
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exploratory mediation analyses tested the role of partner support as well as partner and actor physical activity as potential mechanisms for such an association.

Finally, it is possible that the level of spousal life satisfaction per se matters much less than the extent to which it is similar to individuals’ own life satisfaction. A growing body of research has underscored the level of congruence between partners’ dispositional characteristics as an important factor for their relationship and life outcomes (Dyrenforth, Kashy, Donnellan, & Lucas, 2010). Therefore, in an additional set of analyses, I explored whether the level of actor-partner similarity in life satisfaction was associated with actor mortality.

**Method**

**Participants**

The data for this study came from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS; http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu/), a nationally representative panel study of American adults ages 50 and older and their spouses. It is sponsored by the National Institute on Aging (Grant No. NIA U01AG009740) and is conducted by the University of Michigan. HRS is particularly well suited for the present investigation because it collects data from both spouses. Starting in 2006, the study has included a measure of life satisfaction, as part of a self-report questionnaire that participants are asked to complete on their own and return by mail. For one half of the sample, life satisfaction was first measured in 2006, and for the other half, it was first measured in 2008. These data were combined into a baseline assessment. I selected participants who had a spouse or a live-in partner at baseline (95.7% of the participants who had a live-in partner were officially married). After I removed cases with missing values on key variables (actor life satisfaction, partner life satisfaction, survival time), the final sample consisted of 8,748 individuals (mean age at baseline = 67.17, SD = 9.75; 50.0% male). This sample size was large enough for even small effects to be detected with 80% power (at $\alpha = .05$). Of the 4,374 couples, 99.5% were heterosexual. Data from participants who remained alive throughout the observation period ($n = 6,643$) or were lost to follow-up ($n = 656$) were censored.

The data and materials for HRS can be accessed at its Website (http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu/). The computer code for the analyses reported here can be accessed at the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/geq9x/).

**Measures**

**Life satisfaction.** Life satisfaction was measured with the Satisfaction With Life Scale (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985). This scale includes five items (e.g., “I am satisfied with my life”). Because a 6-point response scale was used in 2006 and a 7-point response scale was used in 2008 (both scales ranged from strongly disagree to strongly agree), I rescaled the responses to range from 1 to 10. The scale had good reliability (2006 subsample: $\alpha = .89$; 2008 subsample: $\alpha = .88$). The analyses included both partner and actor life satisfaction.

**Mortality.** The HRS data set included information on participants’ vital status (1 = deceased, 0 = alive) through December 2014. This information came from the National Death Index (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017), the spouse’s report, or both. Survival time was computed in months, starting from the month of the baseline interview and ending with death or censoring (in December 2014).

**Additional variables.** Perceived partner support was measured by participants’ ratings of the extent to which their partners provided them with social support (seven items; e.g., “How much can you rely on [your partner] if you have a serious problem?” “How much can you open up to [your partner] if you need to talk about your worries?” “How much does [your partner] let you down when you are counting on him/her?”; all items are provided in the Supplemental Material available online). Responses were given on a 4-point scale ($1 = \text{a lot, } 4 = \text{not at all}$) and were recoded such that higher values reflected stronger support. Each person’s recoded responses were then averaged (2006 subsample: $\alpha = .82$; 2008 subsample: $\alpha = .84$).

Actor and partner physical activity were assessed with two questions. Both partners indicated how often they engaged in vigorous activities (e.g., jogging, cycling, digging with a spade or shovel) and moderately energetic activities (e.g., gardening, cleaning the car, walking at a moderate pace, dancing). Responses to both questions were given on a 4-point scale ($1 = \text{more than once a week, } 2 = \text{once a week, } 3 = \text{one to three times a month, } 4 = \text{hardly ever or never}$) and were recoded such that higher values reflected higher frequency. The frequencies of vigorous and moderately energetic activity were related to each other ($r = .36$, $p < .001$), so I combined the responses to these two questions to form an indicator of physical activity.

To make sure that any observed association between partner life satisfaction and actor mortality was not driven by an overlap with sociodemographic characteristics or baseline health (e.g., one spouse’s health problems might negatively affect both spouses’ life satisfaction and mortality), I included a range of control variables in the analyses. Specifically, I controlled for actor and partner self-rated health (1 = poor, 5 = excellent), as well as morbidity, measured with the number of doctor-diagnosed chronic conditions (hypertension,
diabetes, cancer, lung disease, coronary heart disease, stroke, arthritis, incontinence, psychiatric problems; although this list is not comprehensive, it covers major causes of death). Further control variables included actor gender (1 = male, 0 = female), actor and partner age at baseline, actor and partner ethnicity (1 = Caucasian, 0 = other), actor and partner education (1 = less than high school, 2 = general education diploma, 3 = high school diploma, 4 = some college, 5 = college and above), and baseline year (1 = 2008, 0 = 2006). Given that the household financial situation is likely to affect both partners’ life satisfaction and longevity, the analyses also included baseline household income (total annual household income in dollars, log transformed). To account for partner mortality, the analyses included a variable indicating whether the partner died during the observation period (1 = deceased, 0 = alive).

Results
Means and standard deviations of the variables, as well as their zero-order correlations, are provided in Table S1 in the Supplemental Material. During the observation period, 16.6% (n = 1,449) of the sample died. The survival time ranged from 2 to 104 months (8.67 years) and averaged 50.5 months (4.21 years). An examination of differences between survivors and decedents revealed that the latter were older, t(8746) = 33.57, p < .001; were more likely to be male, χ²(1, N = 8,748) = 191.90, p < .001; were less educated, t(8745) = 11.33, p < .001; and were less wealthy, t(2703) = 14.43, p < .001. They also were more likely to have chronic diseases, t(1955) = 20.66, p < .001; were less likely to engage in physical activity, t(8591) = 17.84, p < .001; and reported poorer self-rated health, t(1959) = 23.51, p < .001, and lower life satisfaction, t(1976) = 6.55, p < .001. Similarly, decedents’ spouses, compared with survivors’ spouses, were older, t(8746) = 24.53, p < .001; were less educated, t(2031) = 9.70, p < .001; reported more chronic conditions, t(8745) = 11.00, p < .001; reported a lower level of physical activity, t(8591) = 10.91, p < .001; and had poorer self-rated health, t(8741) = 8.13, p < .001. They also reported lower relationship satisfaction, t(1922) = 7.97, p < .001, and lower life satisfaction, t(1986) = 5.09, p < .001. Finally, decedents’ spouses were more likely than survivors’ spouses to die within the observation period, χ²(1, N = 8,748) = 202.61, p < .001.

To determine whether partner life satisfaction predicted actor mortality, I used multilevel (dyadic) survival analysis. Specifically, because time was measured on a continuous scale (in months), I used the Cox proportional hazards model. Given the clustered time-to-event data (individuals were clustered within dyads), I used an extension of the Cox model that accounts for correlated observations by implementing robust sandwich variance estimators. The analyses were conducted with the survival package (Therneau, 2015) in R. Note that using a frailty model with penalized likelihood estimation produced the same results (see Table S4 in the Supplemental Material).

Time to event was measured in months, from the baseline measurement of life satisfaction until death or censoring. I additionally checked for robustness of the results by conducting analyses using participants’ age as a time scale. These analyses provided the same results and are reported in the Supplemental Material (Table S4). All continuous variables were standardized before analysis, so the coefficients can be interpreted in terms of standard deviations.

The full estimation results are presented in Table S2 in the Supplemental Material. Model 1 showed that greater partner life satisfaction at baseline was associated with lower actor mortality risk. Specifically, a 1-standard-deviation-higher level of spousal life satisfaction was associated with a 13% lower risk of dying within the following 8 years (hazard ratio, or HR = 0.87, 95% confidence interval, or CI [0.83, 0.91], p < .001). Figure 1 plots the cumulative hazard of death during the observation period, separately for individuals with a happy spouse (life satisfaction above the median) and individuals with an unhappy spouse (life satisfaction below the median). The figure shows that as time went by, the mortality risk of individuals with a happy spouse rose more slowly than the mortality risk of individuals with an unhappy spouse.

To make sure that this effect was not just a result of confounding with participants’ own life satisfaction, I added actor life satisfaction at baseline in Model 2 (see Table S2 in the Supplemental Material). The results showed that both greater actor life satisfaction at baseline (HR = 0.86, 95% CI = [0.82, 0.91], p < .001) and greater partner life satisfaction at baseline (HR = 0.92, 95% CI = [0.87, 0.97], p = .001) were associated with lower mortality risk.

Model 3 (see Table S2 in the Supplemental Material) showed that these effects were robust to controlling for major sociodemographic variables: actor gender, actor and partner age, actor and partner ethnicity, actor and partner education level, household income, baseline year, and couple type (same-sex vs. heterosexual⁴). A 1-standard-deviation-higher level of actor life satisfaction was associated with an 18% lower mortality risk (HR = 0.82, 95% CI = [0.78, 0.86], p < .001), and a 1-standard-deviation-higher level of partner life satisfaction was associated with a 10% lower mortality risk (HR = 0.90, 95% CI = [0.85, 0.95], p < .001).

In Model 4, I added actor and partner health indicators (self-rated health and morbidity) and partner mortality (whether the partner died during the observation...
period). The effect of actor life satisfaction on actor mortality was rendered nonsignificant (HR = 0.96, 95% CI = [0.90, 1.02], $p = .155$). In contrast, the effect of partner life satisfaction remained (HR = 0.92, 95% CI = [0.87, 0.97], $p = .005$).

**Similarity effect**

To explore whether the level of actor-partner similarity in life satisfaction was associated with actor mortality, I used a dyadic polynomial regression analysis, the state-of-the-art approach to testing similarity effects (Weidmann, Schönbrodt, Ledermann, & Grob, 2017). Actor mortality was regressed on actor and partner life satisfaction ($x_a$ and $x_p$), their interaction term ($x ax_p$), and the quadratic terms ($x_a^2$ and $x_p^2$). The quadratic and interaction terms were not significant ($p > .57$). The only terms with significant effects were the linear terms of actor life satisfaction (HR = 0.85, 95% CI = [0.79, 0.92], $p < .001$) and partner life satisfaction (HR = 0.93, 95% CI = [0.86, 0.996], $p = .039$). Hence, I concluded that the data do not provide evidence for a similarity effect. Overall, these results suggest that having a partner who is more satisfied with life is associated with lower mortality regardless of one’s own level of life satisfaction.

**Exploratory mediation analyses**

The variables available in the data set allowed me to explore two potential mediation processes. First, I hypothesized that individuals with a happier partner experience more partner support, and that greater perceived partner support is associated with lower mortality. However, an examination of the zero-order associations among partner life satisfaction, perceived partner support, and actor mortality revealed that this mediation path is unlikely: Although having a happier partner was indeed associated with greater perceived partner support ($r = .27$, 95% CI = [.25, .29], $p < .001$), perceived partner support was not related to actor mortality (HR = 0.99, 95% CI = [0.94, 1.04], $p = .69$).

Second, I explored the role of partner and actor physical activity as sequential mediators. Specifically, on the basis of previous research (Kim et al., 2017), I hypothesized that greater partner life satisfaction is associated with increased partner physical activity, which in turn is associated with greater actor physical activity (Jackson et al., 2015) and, consequently, lower actor mortality. A look at the zero-order associations showed that, indeed, partner life satisfaction was positively associated with partner physical activity ($r = .17$, 95% CI = [.15, .19], $p < .001$), partner and actor physical activity were positively related to each other ($r = .24$, 95% CI = [.22, .26], $p < .001$), and actor physical activity negatively predicted actor mortality (HR = 0.75, 95% CI = [.71, .79], $p < .001$).

Therefore, I proceeded to test for sequential mediation using multilevel structural equation modeling. The model (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material) included a set of multilevel (participants nested within couples) regression equations, in which partner life satisfaction predicted partner physical activity (path $a$, multilevel linear regression), partner physical activity predicted actor physical activity (path $d$, multilevel linear regression), and actor physical activity predicted actor mortality (path $b$, multilevel Cox regression). The indirect effect was computed by multiplying the $a$, $d$, and $b$ paths, and its significance was tested using the delta method. The model included random intercepts for actor and partner physical activity and actor mortality and used clustered robust standard errors. The analyses were conducted with Stata/MP Version 14.2.

The results showed that partner life satisfaction was positively associated with partner physical activity ($b = 0.08$, 95% CI = [0.07, 0.09], $p < .001$), which in turn was positively associated with actor physical activity ($b = 0.23$, 95% CI = [0.20, 0.26], $p < .001$), which was negatively associated with actor mortality (HR = 0.64, 95% CI = [0.61, 0.68], $p < .001$). The coefficient for the indirect effect was significant, $b = -0.008$, 95% CI = [−0.01, −0.006], $p < .001$, which provided support to the sequential mediation. The indirect effect was robust to adding the control variables as predictors of both the mediators and the dependent variable (see Table S5 in the Supplemental Material).
Exploratory moderation analyses

I explored whether the effect of partner life satisfaction on actor mortality depended on various actor and partner characteristics: gender, age, ethnicity, education, income, health indicators, physical activity, perceived partner support, and partner mortality. I ran 16 models testing the interactions between partner life satisfaction and these variables (by adding the respective interaction terms, one at a time, to Model 4; see Table S2 in the Supplemental Material). The only significant interaction was between partner life satisfaction and partner mortality (HR = 1.15, 95% CI = [1.02, 1.31], p = .027). Partner life satisfaction was negatively associated with actor mortality only when the partner remained alive through the end of the observation period (partner alive: HR = 0.90, 95% CI = [0.83, 0.96], p = .003; partner deceased: HR = 1.03, 95% CI = [0.93, 1.15], p = .553). Yet the exploratory nature of these analyses and the multiple testing do not allow strong conclusions to be drawn.

Discussion

Previous research has shown that individuals' career success and relationship and life satisfaction are predicted by their spouses' dispositional characteristics (Dyrenforth et al., 2010; Solomon & Jackson, 2014). The present research suggests that spouses' reach might extend even further. A dyadic survival analysis using the data from 4,374 couples showed that having a spouse who was more satisfied with life was associated with reduced mortality.

What explains this interpersonal effect of life satisfaction? Exploratory mediation analyses established partner and actor physical activity as sequential mediators. One partner's life satisfaction was associated with his or her increased physical activity, which in turn was related to increased physical activity in the other partner, which predicted that partner's mortality. Yet, given the correlational nature of these data, these results should be interpreted with caution.

It is noteworthy that the effect of spousal life satisfaction was comparable in size to the effects of other well-established predictors of mortality, such as education and income (in the present study, HRs = 0.90 for partner life satisfaction, 0.93 for household income, and 0.91 for actor education). In fact, spousal life satisfaction predicted mortality as strongly as (and even more robustly than) an individual's own life satisfaction and as strongly as basic personality traits, such as neuroticism and extraversion, predicted mortality in previous work (Jokela et al., 2013).

Although most existing research on predictors of mortality has focused nearly exclusively on individuals' own characteristics, the present analyses revealed that the characteristics of a person who is close to an individual, such as a spouse, might be an equally important determinant of that individual's mortality. Continuing this line of research, future studies might explore whether the interpersonal effect of life satisfaction on mortality is restricted to (marital) dyads or whether it extends to larger social networks.

To conclude, happiness is a desirable trait in a romantic partner, and marriage to a happy person is more likely to last than is marriage to an unhappy person (Lucas, 2005). The present study showed that having a happier spouse is associated not only with a longer marriage but also with a longer life.
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Notes

1. Additional analyses using only married couples produced identical results (see Table S4 in the Supplemental Material).
2. These two groups of censored observations did not differ from each other on any variable included in the analyses, except for the number of chronic conditions: Participants who dropped out reported fewer chronic conditions ($M = 1.87, SD = 1.40$) than did participants who stayed in the panel ($M = 2.07, SD = 1.46$), $t(7296) = 3.46, p = .001$.

3. As a robustness check, I used standardization to normalize the data instead (i.e., I standardized the values within the two subsamples). The analyses using the standardized scale produced the same results as the analyses presented in the main text (see Table S3 in the Supplemental Material).

4. Being part of a same-sex couple positively predicted mortality (HR = 2.72, $p = .018$; there were 9 gay and 11 lesbian couples in the sample). The interaction between couple type (gay vs. lesbian) and actor gender was not significant (HR = 0.38, $p = .260$).
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